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• A celebration of a multi-generational architecture firm Bentel & Bentel, through prominent buildings and interiors as well as
through an illustrated presentation of the partners' histories, working methods, and artistic pursuits
Based in a historically distinguished town near New York City, the firm of Bentel & Bentel Architects has been led for over 50
years by two generations - men and women - of one family. The interweaving of their experiences, lifestyles, and personal
philosophies has produced a uniquely elegant series of works including public buildings, restaurants, and hotels. The buildings
are equally notable for their thoughtful relationships to the structures they occupy or adjoin, the communities in which they
stand, and the experiences of their intended users. Bentel & Bentel's accomplishments reflect not only its cumulative design
experience but the insights the partners bring to their work from a variety of related activities: painting, sculpture, dance,
design of furnishings, architectural history, and education. Reflecting the lives and accomplishments of the firm's partners, this
monograph is composed of three narratives: Who We Are, What We Do, and Who We Were.
The monograph will feature some thirty projects, including the following:
•
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•
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•
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•
•

Le Bernardin restaurant, New York
Hall Arts Hotel, Dallas
The Modern restaurant at MoMA, New York
Craft restaurants, New York and elsewhere
Suites at Palms Casino Resort, Las Vegas
St. Stephen Church, Warwick, NY
Hudson Yards Grill, New York
Hugh at Citicorp restaurant, New York
Bethpage Public Library, Bethpage, NY
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Chicago
W Hotel, with Market by Jean-Georges restaurant, Boston
Couch Academic Center at Webb Institute, Glen Cove, NY
Gramercy Tavern, New York

Founded in the 1950s by wife-and-husband architects Maria and Fred Bentel, the firm designed numerous residential,
educational, and religious buildings, mainly in the New York area. By the 1990s, the founders had been joined by their sons,
Paul and Peter, and by Paul's wife, Carol. As the second generation assumed responsibility, the firm became widely known for
exceptional restaurant and hotel interiors, across the United States and abroad, as well as a variety of other commissions.
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